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• How have (occupational) skill requirements changed in recent 

decades and how are these changes related to technological change?

• To what extent do skill requirement changes explain the observed 

educational upgrading in recent decades?

• To what extent do gender specific skill requirement changes 

explain the observed changes in the gender wage gap?

Main Questions



• Conceptualize work as a series of  tasks

• Classify tasks from a “machine’s-eye” perspective in 

routine and non-routine

• Computers substitute for workers in carrying out 

routine tasks (routine manual and routine cognitive)

• Computers complement workers in carrying out non-

routine analytical and interactive tasks

Task Framework 
(Autor, Levy and Murnane, QJE 2003)

Mechanism that underlies the “black box” of  skill-biased 

Technological change



• Individual-level data set launched jointly by BIBB and IAB.

• 4 independent cross-sections (1979, 1985/86, 1991/92, 1998/99).
(Most recent wave from 2006 will soon be publicly available; BIBB and BAuA)

• Between 23,000 and 28,000 individuals per wave.

• Information on the task composition of  jobs, on technology, and 
on human capital of  individuals.

• The occupational titles are constant over time.

Qualification and Career Survey
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Task Measure























Contribution of  Task Changes to 

Educational Upgrading









Conclusions (Part I) 

• Occupations today involve greater complexity than they 

did 2 decades ago.

• Ubiquitous phenomenon occurring within occupations, 

within occupation-education, and within occupation-age 

groups.

• Changes have been intensified by the diffusion of  

computer technology in the workplace.

• West Germany has experienced changes in skilll 

requirements similar to those in the U.S. in recent 

decades. 





Role of  Changing Tasks on the Gender Wage Gap 

• Gender wage gap declined by about 9 percentage points in West 

Germany between 1979 and 1999.

• Predict how wages of  men and women would have evolved if  task 

prices and other characteristics had remained constant but tasks had 

changed.

• Fixed-Coefficient Model (holding task prices constant at 1979 

prices).

• Result: about 50 percent of  closing of  gender pay gap is explained 

by differential task changes across genders alone.



Polarization

• Task framework predicts that it is jobs that employ middle 

educated workers that are going to be most affected by 

computerization.

• This will lead to a hollowing-out of  the distribution of  jobs by 

skill.

• Given the large relative decreases in routine tasks and the large 

relative increases in non-routine manual tasks experienced by 

women, polarization should be more pronounced for them.





Conclusions (Part II)

• The change in women’s work relative to that of  men is 

more pronounced at each task dimension

• Women gained on men with respect to analytical and 

interactive tasks and also with respect to routine tasks

• The task changes can explain a substantial fraction of  the 

decline in the gender wage gap over this period

• The task changes for both genders are consistent with 

workplace computerization playing a significant role


